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 Abstract
Videoconferencing enables people to attend a
participate in meetings from remote locations. T
key problem faced by electronic attendees is 
limited sense of engagement offered by the aud
visual channel. The attendee is typically restrict
to a single view of the room and has no ability 
interact with presentation technology at the co
ference site.

As a first step to improving the situation w
want to assign electronic attendees a view of 
room appropriate to their particular “social roles
which may include presenting a topic, listening 
a talk, or participating in a discussion. Howeve
attendees may change roles during a meeting, t
requiring a different position and view more suite
to the new role. This involves switching vide
inputs and outputs to new cameras and monitor

One possible method to enable video attend
to effect these changes independently is to prov
them with the same graphical user interface (GU
that the central site has to control the equipme
Unfortunately, using state-of-the-art systems f
such control is often confusing and complex. Fu
thermore, this solution requires the attendees
have “extra” computer equipment (i.e. equipme
not already required for videoconferencing) an
learn how to operate the GUI.

Instead, using speech recognition and vid
overlay technologies, we are able to provide
non-technical interface to equipment in the me
ing room. In doing so, we do not require any ext
equipment at the attendees’ sites. Our appro
provides attendees with the means of controlli
their own view of the meeting, changing electron
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seats, and manipulating equipment remotely, a
through simple voice commands.

1   Introduction
The key problem faced by electronic attendees o
“visitors” is the limited sense of engagemen
offered by the audio-visual channel. To improve
the situation, visitors should be provided with the
ability to perform tasks naturally, as though they
were physically at the meeting.

As a means of increasing visitors’ sense o
engagement, we implemented a “virtual window”
[6], which allows them to peer around our room a
if looking through a window. The virtual window
is implemented via a head tracking system [2
which responds to head translations of visitors
The system functions by mapping these transla
tions to control signals for a motorized camera
located in our conference room. Making use of thi
technology, electronic visitors are no longer lim-
ited to a static view of our room, but instead, ca
move their heads to change their views as desire

Unfortunately, controlling a conference room
camera does not in itself ensure that remote atten
ees can participate effectively in a meeting. Fo
example, the camera view may be obstructed. Fu
thermore, if an electronic visitor wishes to assum
the role of presenter, the virtual window will not
help the visitor change seats or control the prese
tation technology such as the VCR and docume
camera.

We would like to extend the idea of changing
views by allowing remote attendees to move t
new electronic seats, just as local attendees c
move to new physical seats. Such a move wou
be useful to change social roles or simply to
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improve one’s view. This involves switching inpu
and output audio-video (A/V) signals among th
appropriate cameras, monitors, microphones a
speakers. The move should be possible witho
requiring the assistance of attendees who are ph
ically present in the conference room.

We could add to this functionality the ability for
visitors to control presentation equipment in th
conference room. Combined with the seat chan
ing ability, this would greatly enhance the elec
tronic attendee’s sense of engagement. One way
accomplish this is through the use of a graphic
user interface (GUI) that communicates with th
A/V devices in our conference room. Howeve
this approach requires “additional” compute
equipment (i.e. equipment not already required f
traditional videoconferencing) at the remote sit
in addition to extensive training. A further prob
lem with the GUI is that its use is highly distract
ing, a problem identified in an earlier configuratio
of our videoconference environment [3].

Instead, using speech recognition technology 
control the A/V devices, we can provide an inte
face to the remote attendee that eliminates t
need for additional equipment and computer com
munications at the remote site. It is important 
recognize that the microphone and audio chann
are already in place to permit voice communic
tion for the videoconference.
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To indicate what options are available to th
attendee, we can make use of a video-overla
menu, which appears on the attendee’s monito
Again, the monitor and video channel are alread
in place, so no extra equipment is required
Together, the speech interface and video overl
technique replace the GUI and computer display 
a conventional interface.

We designed and implemented the Hyper Doo
way [4], which provides all of the above function
ality. The remainder of this paper describes th
system in more detail.

2   System Overview

2.1   Architecture
Electronic attendees communicate with the confe
ence room through nodes, which consist of 
microphone, speaker, video camera and vide
monitor. An “electronic seat,” consisting of the
same hardware, is provided in the conferenc
room for each attendee. This setup serves as
video surrogate, so that local attendees can co
municate with the visitors [7].

As shown in Figure 1, the interconnection
between all of the A/V equipment in the confer
ence room are controlled by a Desk Area Netwo
(DAN). The DAN consists of an Akai A/V switch
codeccodec

Local Media Space

Telephone Lines

Visitor 3

DAN

Visitor 4
Visitor 1 Visitor 2

Seat2 Seat3

Remote Media Space

Figure 1. System Configuration

Seat1
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and software running on a Sun UNIX platform.
To permit videoconferencing from outside of o

media space [5], an A/V coder/decoder (codec
required. Remote sites with a codec can connec
our conference room through telephone lines.

We use a centrally located IBM PC1 486 running

Microsoft2 Windows3 3.0 as the link between th
remote attendee and the DAN, as depicted in F

ure 2. A RocGen VGA4 card, installed in the PC, is
used to generate a composite image containing
computer-generated video overlay. The over
provides a list of DAN services to the attende
who can use speech to select one of the optio

The Voice Assist5 software, running on a Soun

Blaster 165 audio card in the PC, then perform
speech recognition to extract the attendee’s requ
and relay it to the DAN. Communication betwee
the PC and the DAN is handled by the Hyp

1. IBM PC is a registered trademark of International Busi-
ness Machines Corporation.

2. Microsoft is a registered trademark of the Microsoft Cor-
poration.

3. Windows is a trademark of the Microsoft Corporation.
4. Manufactured by Roctec Electronics Incorporated.
5. Voice Assist and Sound Blaster 16 are trademarks of Cre-

ative Technology Limited.
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Doorway system, which was implemented usin
the Windows Sockets Application Programmin
Interface.

2.2   Voice Recognition
Voice recognition systems appear in many form
The system we chose is a speaker-depende
unlimited-vocabulary, discrete-utterance system
Although a speaker-independent system would n
require user-specific training, we feel that accura
and reliable interaction is essential in producing 
interface that is readily accepted by users. As
result, we decided that for the purposes of prot
typing, we would use the speaker-dependant s
tem, which, while requiring training, is more
reliable.

There are still two reliability problems with our
speech recognition system. First, we hav
observed that due to inconsistent backgrou
noise, speaker utterances, and room acoustics,
number of recognition errors can be significan
Second, user specific training for large vocabula
ies is very impractical. To address both of the
problems, for the purpose of prototyping, w
chose to limit the vocabulary to the digits “0
through “9”.
D

audio card

Hyper
 Doorway

audio
S/W

video
S/W

video card

interface S/W

video from conference

composite video to visitor

audio from/to visitor

PC

control

A
N

Figure 2. Configuration of the speech system.
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2.3   Video Overlay
Using speech, we have solved the problem of p
viding input without additional equipment, but thi
introduces two new problems. First, electron
attendees have no way of knowing what servic
are available from the DAN, and second, they d
not know how to invoke these services.

One simple way to correct these problems wou
have been to replace the video image on the v
tor’s monitor with a graphical menu displaying
available services and providing instructions fo
their invocation. However, visitors might feel dis
engaged when the conference room view 
replaced by the menu. Our design attempts 
avoid introducing such discontinuities.

Instead, we provide the menu using video ove
lay technology. This enables us to combine a vid
image with computer graphics into a composi
image that can be displayed on any NTSC vid
monitor.

The technology we are using provides fou
major services:

• conversion of VGA signal to NTSC

• genlock, for synchronization of different video
signals

• graphics display on top of video

• fade in/out effects on VGA and/or video sig-
nals

We are presently exploiting the first three o
these services, and will soon be adding the four
to provide an interface that is both effective an
usable. Video overlay minimizes disturbances th
would be caused by a more simplistic compute
generated menu that hides the visitor’s view of t
conference room.

3   Interface Design
The major advantage of a speech interface is tha
eliminates the need for a keyboard or mouse 
input devices to the system. However, because 
system operates on speech that is provided to 
conference room, we are able to go one step f
ther. We need only one computer, installed at th
central site, rather than computers at the locati
of each remote attendee.

Our interface progressed through several ite
tions. Each iteration explored a new method 
presentation to the visitor, addressing the dow
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falls of the previous stage. The following section
describe the progression of the interface.

3.1   Text-Based
The first prototype used a text-based menu. T
invoke the menu the user would say, “computer
The menu then appeared, displaying the se
changing services offered by the DAN, as illus
trated in Figure 3. Each service appeared by nam
alongside the associated voice command, a nu
ber between zero and nine. The menu would disa
pear either after a selection was made or a pre
time-out period expired. From our own experi
ence, we found 7 seconds to be long enough f
users to make a selection, but not so long as to 
distracting.

This prototype served as a proof-of-concept t
show that visitors could change seats successfu
using a speech-based interface. The novelty he
was that visitors could control equipment in ou
conference room without any extra compute
equipment at their site.

However, the text-based prototype had on
major drawback. Visitors, having little experience
with our conference room, lacked information
regarding the location of devices and electron
seats. Without this, it was impossible to know
what location was best suited to one’s social rol
This problem would be difficult to address with a
text-only interface. Therefore, our next interfac
exploited the two-dimensional spatial information
conveyed through a graphical representation 
our conference room.

Figure 3. First iteration menu overlaid the video
image. The voice commands required to select the
individual services are displayed in quotes.
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3.2   Floor Plan
To provide orientation to the visitor, our secon
interface displayed a floor plan sketch of the co
ference room, overlaid on the video signal, 
shown in Figure 4. The overlay was invoked a
cleared as in the previous interface.

The floor plan identified several devices in th
room, as well as the relative locations and cor
sponding commands, in quotes, of the electro
seats to which a visitor could move. As a resu
visitors had enough information to choose the
desired location.

In one scenario, if the visitor wished to prese
using the electronic white board, he would like
want to move to seat 2. From this position, he c
face the local attendees, who will now be lookin
in his direction because of his proximity to th
white board. If, instead, the visitor appeared at s
4, he would only see the backs of the local atten
ees while they faced the white board. Local atten
ees would also suffer, having to switch the
attention between the white board and the p
senter.

A drawback of this interface was that the visit
could not predict the view from a particular se
until a move had been performed. The resulti
view might not be satisfactory, either due to cam
era orientation or visual obstruction. In such a si
ation, the visitor would likely want to change sea
yet again. Such trial-and-error seat changing w
found to be time consuming and frustrating for t
user; thus, reducing the sense of engagement.

3.3   Floor Plan with Seat Views
To reduce the trial and error aspect of the flo
plan interface, we added camera views, as in F

Figure 4. Floor plan overlaid on the video image.
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ure 5. The seat view interface provides these vie
in the form of snapshot images taken from ea
available seat. Snapshots are captured periodic
by a frame grabber, converted to Windows devic
independent bitmaps and then made available
the interface.

The seat view interface provides far more info
mation than the previous iterations. As a resu
visitors can see what they will view before the
actually switch seats.

4   Ongoing Work
The final iteration works very well, but from Fig-
ure 5, it is clear that much of the original vide
image is being obstructed by the graphics overla
We are currently working on reducing the impa
of the overlay by decreasing its size and maki
the overlay translucent instead of opaque. W
must, however, keep in mind the problem of th
low image quality that results from video that i
degraded when transmitted through codecs. O
early experiments with translucent overlays pr
vided text that appeared reasonable on local vid
monitors, but relatively unreadable at remote site

Another issue currently being addressed is ho
to distinguish between commands directed towa
the speech system and speech intended for 
meeting participants. Our current system requir
the visitor to explicitly say “Go to Sleep” to deac
tivate the speech recognizer and “Wake Up” 
reactivate it. The problem is that it is disruptive t
a meeting to hear these commands. Consequen
we will be investigating alternative methods, suc
as the use of a mute button or gesture recogniti
to act as agents allowing the activation and deac

Figure 5. Floor plan and seat views overlaid on the
video image.
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vation of the speech recognizer.
Our system serves as a proof of concept a

clearly shows that we can use speech for rem
equipment control. However, due to limitations i
technology we were forced to limit the selection 
possible commands in order to increase the re
ability of the system. This restriction diminishe
the potential advantages of speech in interfac
Hence, we will be investigating alternative meth
ods by which we can assure the reliability of th
system without sacrificing the potentially large s
of commands. We will also investigate the use 
speech recognizers that are speaker independ
and accept long strings of words instead of sh
discrete utterances.

This research has demonstrated the possibility
seat changing through a speech interface. Ho
ever, our media space offers many more servic
such as control over the VCR. We are presen
extending the system described here to allow int
action with additional services using a spee
interface. One such extension involves the “vide
server attendant,” which would allow any visito
with a codec to directly connect to one of ou
nodes, without the need for any additional com
puter equipment. Currently, this is only possib
for remote sites running our iiif software [1]. Th
attendant will also provide access to a vide
answering service and demos-on-demand.

5   Conclusions
We have successfully implemented a remote co
trol-system, with no extra equipment at remo
sites, that allows visitors to change seats usi
voice and video overlay technologies. We we
also able to increase the usability of the system 
exploiting spatial information offered by visua
representation of the environment. Althoug
extensive user testing has not been performed, p
liminary feedback indicates that an increased se
of engagement was achieved by providing use
with more control over their view of the environ
ment. Further user studies need to be run, and 
are in the process of expanding the Hyper Doo
way system in several new directions.
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